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We suggest a new approach to search for galactic axions or other similar exotica. Streaming
dark matter (DM) could have a better discovery potential because of flux enhancement,
due to gravitational lensing when the Sun and/or a planet are aligned with a DM stream
[1]. Of interest are also axion miniclusters, in particular, if the solar system has trapped
one during its formation. Wide-band axion antennae fit this concept, but also the proposed
fast narrow band scanning. A network of detectors can provide full time coverage and a
large axion mass acceptance. Other DM searches may profit from this proposal.
1 Introduction
Axions appear in the solution of Peccei and Quinn, to explain the absence of the CP-violation
in quantum chromodynamics. Axions are excellent cold dark matter (CDM) candidates in the
mass range around (1-100) µeV. Beyond that range there are also good dark matter candidates,
the so-called axions like particles (ALPs). The axion haloscope technique suggested by P.
Sikivie [2] is still a widely used method searching for DM axions. Experimental tests for
axions predominantly rely on their electromagnetic coupling resulting in their inverse Primakoff
resonant conversion into microwave photons inside a strong magnetic field. This technique,
along with more recent ideas, allows to search for this elusive particle by slowly scanning the
potential axion rest mass range around ∼ 10−5 eV/c2 by tuning the resonance frequency of the
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cavity. The quality factor of the cavity Q defines the width of the resonance (1/Q). It is this
very narrow resonance response function of the magnetic axion haloscope, which on the one
hand optimizes its sensitivity and on the other hand increases the scanning time accordingly.
The expected power generated by axion-photon conversions is proportional to the local axion
dark matter density ρα. For example, the time required, for a cavity inside the CAST magnet,
to reach a sensitivity of gαγγ = 10
−14 GeV−1 is ∼10 days.
We present here a new approach for terrestrial axion detection that is based on streaming DM
axions. A temporal DM flux enhancement can occur due to gravitational lensing effects by the
solar system bodies. This novel detection concept (for axions or other similar exotica) requires
a “wide band” antenna and/or a fast narrow band scanning scheme [1, 3].
2 The new concept for relic axions detection
The search for DM, and in particular for relic axions, has been based on the assumed isotropic
halo distribution in our galaxy, with a broad velocity distribution around 240 km/s and an av-
erage density of ∼0.3 GeV/cm3. This target choice might have been one of the reasons behind
the non-observation of the axion so far.
Instead, the proposed new detection concept is based on streaming DM axions which propa-
gate near the ecliptic or streams which are temporally aligned with the Sun→Earth direction
or any axion cluster reaching the Earth. The Sun can focus low speed (0.001c-0.3c) incident
particles downstream at the position of the Earth [4]. In the ideal case of perfect alignment
stream→Sun→Earth, the axion flux enhancement of the stream can be very large (∼106) or
even more. Planets are also capable of gravitational lensing for slow moving particles. For
example, Jupiter can focus particles with speeds around 10−3c, which fits the widely assumed
detectable dark matter distribution on Earth [5]. It is this temporally axion signal amplifica-
tion, which (axion) DM searches might utilize. In fact, streaming DM might have a density,
which is ∼0.3 to 30% of the local mean DM density (∼0.3 GeV/cm3)[6].
A DM stream propagating along the Sun-Earth direction could surpass the local DM density,
and this will give rise to an unexpectedly large DM flux exposure to an axion haloscope. High
precision planet orbital data, spacecraft explorations and laser ranging techniques put an upper
limit for the dark matter density at Earth’s location of the order 105 GeV/cm3 [7]. Also more
recent studies on local dark matter density set similar limits [8].
Assuming an alignment of a DM stream towards the Earth via the Sun or a planet, lasts only
few minutes, this period is equivalent to few years for a conventional detection scheme. In order
to utilize sudden axion burst like phenomena the relic axion antenna should be able
1) to extend the frequency band range to the maximum and
2) to decrease the scanning time for each frequency to the minimum.
Even for a tiny DM stream, the large flux enhancement (in particles due to the Sun’s gravita-
tional focusing) can result to a much better detection sensitivity. A network of “wide band”
antennae with fast narrow axion mass scanning mode could be ideal for this novel detection
scheme.
3 Streaming dark matter axions
In a wide variety of axion Dark Matter models, a sizable (or even dominant) fraction of ax-
ions is confined in a very dense axionic clumps, or miniclusters, with masses M∼10−12M⊙.
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The axion miniclusters originate from specific density perturbations which are a consequence
of non-linear axion dynamics around the QCD epoch [9]. There may be ∼1024 dense axionic
clumps (miniclusters) in the galaxy and their concentration on the solar neighbour being ∼1010
pc−3. Typical miniclusters have radius of ∼107 km and their axion density is ∼108 GeV/cm3.
In fact, in the course of time a fraction of them has been tidally disrupted and forms streams,
with an axion density being “only” an order of magnitude larger than the average DM distri-
bution. This clumpy structure can lead to observable signal in femto or micro-lensing missions
like LSST project or Gaia, but it is also probable to reveal a potential signal in axion haloscopes
[10, 11].
In case, an axion minicluster is captured by the solar system a direct encounter of the detector
with the axion minicluster will enhance the axion density by about 105x the DM average; The
Earth’s crossing time of such dense axionic clumps is a few days per year [1,3]. The effect of
axion miniclusters may be important for direct DM axion searches and deserves a more thor-
ough study.
In addition, streaming DM can also be present due to other tidal streams like the Sagittarius
stream [3]. It is widely accepted that, in cosmic time scale, the Milky Way disrupts the near
Sagittarius (Sgr) Dwarf elliptical galaxy during its multiple passages through the galactic disk
[12]. The Sgr DM debris could represent a significant halo sub-structure in the galaxy today,
thus affecting also the interpretation of DM direct searches [13]. The Sagittarius dark matter
debris in some models induces an energy-dependent enhancement of direct search event rates
of as much as ∼20 - 45% and is likely to have a non-negligible influence on dark matter de-
tection experiments [14]. Finally, other (un)predictable streams of DM, including caustics [15],
may propagate along a gravitationally favourable direction like one from the Sun or Planet-X
towards the Earth, which may temporally enhance the local axion flux. An example of poten-
tial interest is the alignment (within 5.5◦) Galactic Center→Sun→Earth, which repeats once
annually (18thDecember).
4 Conclusions
Compared to the widely assumed isotropic DM distribution, streaming DM axions or other
particles with similar properties, may be finally the better source for their discovery. The
assumed isotropic halo of our galaxy, does not take into account substructures of DM in the
form of streams or clumps whose particle density can be as much as 105 GeV/cm3. Such a
density, is not excluded by local bounds based on planetary precision measurements. Therefore,
the possibility of large density fluctuations is likely in our solar system. These fluctuations can
boost the local axion density up to several orders of magnitude, and so the axion detectability,
provided an axion antenna is sensitive to such axion burst like events. Relic axion or other exotic
particles streams and/or tidally disrupted axion miniclusters can be gravitationally focused at
the position of the Earth by the Sun and/or a solar planet. Even a tiny flux might get temporally
strongly enhanced due to gravitational lensing effects, surpassing thus on the long term the
isotropic local DM detection sensitivity [3]. It is worth noticing the observed correlation between
solar activity and planetary positions, while similar planetary correlation is also observed, for the
Earth’s atmospheric electron density (TEC) [16]. Such observations support the assumption
that DM axions (or other similar exotica) may well constitute a component of slow speed
invisible streams, which in general cannot be predicted except the 18th December alignment
(Earth→Sun→Galactic Center). And this, because around this period of the year, the Earth’s
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Ionosphere shows an anomalous high electron density [15].
In order to utilize any Earth DM encounter, the haloscope antenna should cover ideally the
whole calendar year with a quasi-wideband performance, with the fastest possible scanning
mode. The reduced sensitivity should be compensated by the burst like impulse of DM flux.
CAST-CAPP is preparing a port for such a possibility by using wide band electronics to be
sensitive to a wide axion mass range. Since one single axion haloscope cannot fulfil all these
requirements, it is obvious that this proposal can be fully realized by a network of haloscopes or
other type of detectors, preferentially distributed around the Globe, in order to secure a possible
discovery. Therefore, trapped axion miniclusters and streaming DM axions being gravitationally
focused by the Sun and/or a Planet, can become instrumental in axion research.
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